Elite's AirBright 3D2 is a Polarized 3D silver front projection material. It is designed to preserve polarization for passive 3D Dual Projector Systems and has arguably proven itself to be the best solution for three-dimensional home theater presentations.

It provides superb brightness and contrast for either a regular 2-dimensional or full-immersion 3D imaging. The material supports 2.0 gain reflectivity with strong black levels and a wide 120° viewing angle. These features make the AirBright 3D2 ideal for professional grade passive 3D applications in either a commercial or residential environment.

AirBright 3D2 material is also perfectly suitable for use with Airflex5D - 2D/3D Multi-Projector Stacking Systems. This allows 2-projector source to combine into one image with brightness levels that are comparable with a professional grade theater in the comfort of your own home or business.

Elite Screen Series: SableFrame & CineTension2

- Tensioned 3D polarized silver screen surface provides a sharp uniform picture
- 96% polarization retention
- Gain: 2.0
- Wide View Angle: 120° (L&R 60°)
- Screen size up to 350" 16:9 in Fixed Frame format (Custom Sizes available)
- Screen surface can be cleaned with mild soap and water
- Mildew Resistant
- Perfect companion piece for Airflex5D - 2D/3D Multi-Projector Stacking System to complete a professional grade passive 3D system.